
T
he U.S. Air Force (USAF) needs to make near-term investment decisions to 
develop training capabilities so that airmen are ready for high-end conflict 
in future contingencies. Yet, despite the pressing nature of such decisions, 
the USAF lacks the information it needs to make informed decisions for 

many training investments. In particular, insufficient research is available to indi-
cate which investments are most appropriate for training needs and which should 
receive priority. In this Perspective, we identify five primary components of train-
ing decisions for which additional research and information are needed to support 
investment decisions in the training enterprise. These gaps between research and 
decision components, listed in Table 1, span the training enterprise.

Proficiency, the first decision component shown in the table, is particularly 
important for explaining elements of the other four research gaps. We highlight this 
component because decisions associated with proficiency measurement have a sub-
stantial downstream effect on the USAF’s ability to make progress on the other four 
decision components. Specifically, developing proficiency is the objective of planning 
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for operational training and investments in operational test 
and training infrastructure (OTTI), and proficiency mea-
surement is a key input to capability assessment and deploy-
ment of prescriptive analytic methods to support training.1 

In the discussion that follows, we identify interdepen-
dencies between these research gaps and decisions and 
argue that efforts to address these gaps will necessarily be 
limited without progress on measuring and tracking pro-
ficiency. For example, the ability to select training system 
fidelity—how closely it replicates the flying environment—

depends in part on the availability of meaningful perfor-
mance measures that indicate proficiency.

The good news for the USAF is that improving profi-
ciency measurement is possible, provided that the USAF 
creates the capacity for a deliberate research program to 
answer key questions. Further, as we describe in the con-
clusion, the new Air Force Force Generation (AFFORGEN) 
model, which allows for a phased approach to reach peak 
readiness (followed by recovery phases), could create the 
needed space for new approaches to measuring and under-
standing pilot learning and skill acquisition and decay.

The USAF has long recognized that a shift toward 
a performance-based training system is a necessity for 
making the most of scarce training resources and develop-
ing and presenting capabilities for mission requirements.2 
To implement such a system, the USAF requires reliable 
measures of performance that indicate the development 
and maintenance of pilot proficiency. 

Abbreviations

AFFORGEN Air Force Force Generation

AFI Air Force Instruction

AFRL Air Force Research Laboratory

AI artificial intelligence

LVC live, virtual, and constructive

OTTI operational test and training 
infrastructure

PETS Performance Evaluation Tracking System

RAP Ready Aircrew Program

SEAD suppression of enemy air defenses

Key Insights

We focused on combat pilot training to examine where 
the USAF requires additional information and research to 
support investment decisions in its operational training 
enterprise. The examination led to the following observa-
tions and recommendations:

• New training technologies will have only limited ben-
efit without advancing proficiency measurement. 

• New analytic approaches, for example, artificial 
intelligence (AI) applications, can be harnessed to 
improve the training enterprise but will not solve the 
greatest training challenges without first identifying 
valid performance metrics. 

• The USAF should prioritize formulating performance 
metrics for existing competencies and experiment 
to identify which are most informative. The USAF 
should create new competencies, measurement 
approaches, and metrics where existing approaches 
do not hold up to experimentation.

• The USAF should use downtime in its emerging 
force generation model to generate information for 
metric identification, analysis, and experimentation.
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As it stands, measures that flow into reporting the 
readiness of forces are generally based, for example, on 
counts of how many times a pilot has flown a sortie type or 
on a commander’s subjective assessment of the capability 
of his or her squadron to perform its core tasks for a mis-
sion.3 These measures are insufficient to tell how capable a 
pilot is for a mission; one pilot may need two sorties, and 
another may need 12 to develop a set of skills. Perhaps 
more important, the lack of fine-grained proficiency mea-
sures has a cascading effect on the ability of the USAF to 
make other investments to improve its OTTI.

The sections that follow explain each decision com-
ponent, their component gaps, and interdependencies 
between components and gaps.

Proficiency

A recent assessment of the USAF’s Ready Aircrew Program 
(RAP) found that the USAF lacks suitable objective metrics 
to assess proficiency and that there is no consensus within 
the combat pilot training community as to what such suit-
able metrics might be.4 This finding might be expected, 
given that proficiency measurement is generally acknowl-
edged as a difficult problem in the literature on pilot 
performance.5 Progress on the adoption of a proficiency-
based training system is hindered by (1) the challenges in 
specifying meaningful measures of proficiency, (2) the lack 
of means to collect objective metrics at scale from training 
events, and (3) the lack of systematic evaluations of how 
different training tools impact proficiency. 

TABLE 1

Recurrent Gaps Between Research and Decisionmaking
Key Components of Training Decisions Research Gaps

Proficiency • Identifying meaningful measures
• Developing methods to collect measures at scale
• Understanding how training tools affect proficiency

Planning for operational training • Knowing which skills to target with training
• Matching training capabilities to skills
• Sequencing training to minimize skill decay
• Choosing fidelity level in training systems
• Determining the appropriate level of fidelity of threat models

Investments in OTTI • Measuring cost savings
• Measuring the training benefit

Capability assessment • Measuring at the individual versus team level
• Methods to aggregate metrics

Adopting prescriptive analytic methods • Scaling subjective judgments
• Automating performance assessment
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Specifying Measures of Proficiency

The USAF defines proficiency in Air Force Instruction 
(AFI) 11-202, Volume 1, as “[a] measure of how well a task 
is completed. An aircrew member is considered proficient 
when they can perform tasks at the minimum acceptable 
levels of speed, accuracy, and safety.”6 Proficiency is also 
defined in platform-specific AFIs, with some differences 
across platforms.7 

Approaches to measuring proficiency vary along 
two dimensions: (1) competency- versus outcome-based 
measures and (2) objective versus subjective measures. 
Table 2 provides example metrics for combinations of these 
approaches. Competency-based approaches identify the 
underlying set of “knowledge, skills, abilities, behaviors, 
and other characteristics” that pilots require to perform 
essential functions in support of executing a mission.8 

Outcome-based measurement approaches focus on the 
results that proficient pilots are able to achieve, such as 
placing a high percentage of their weapons on target.9 

Objective measurement approaches seek to capture 
training data in a consistent, replicable manner. Examples 
of objective performance data might include statistics from 
actual attempts to perform combat-related tasks. Subjec-
tive measurement techniques involve expert assessment of 
the performance of individuals and teams.10 For example, 
pilots receive qualifications after an examiner observes 
them performing tasks and evaluates whether they per-
formed the tasks at an acceptable level. 

Pros and Cons of Each Approach

Each approach along both dimensions has its merits and 
drawbacks. Outcome-based approaches most directly 
address the observable results of a successfully executed 
mission; developing competencies matters only to the 
extent that they help pilots achieve mission outcomes. 
However, outcome-based approaches are hard to general-
ize. Many fine-grained factors contribute to the relatively 
coarse outcomes that are often measured in training 
events, such as hit-to-kill ratios. Measuring at the level of 
outcome is, thus, no guarantee that the training that pro-
duced that outcome generalizes to operational scenarios. 

Gaps associated with proficiency measurement hinder 
progress on the four other components of training deci-
sions. By specifying measures of proficiency, collecting 
measures at scale, and conducting experimentation to 
identify the most-informative measures, the USAF could 
enable progress along multiple dimensions of its training 
infrastructure. 

TABLE 2

Examples of Different Proficiency Metrics
Subjective Measures Objective Measures

Outcome-based Target acquired in timely fashion Percentage of weapons on target

Competency-based Subject-matter expert assessment of 
situational awareness

Eye tracking as proxy for situational awareness
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Competency-based approaches hold more promise 
for generalization. For example, a pilot who demonstrates 
an ability to maintain situational awareness in a range of 
stressful, complex scenarios demonstrates a set of skills 
that may translate into scenarios that he or she has yet to 
encounter. 

Subjective measurement approaches have the virtue 
of incorporating the judgment of experienced experts who 
may be able to identify aspects of scenarios or pilot perfor-
mance that are crucial for understanding underlying pro-
ficiency but are difficult to quantify. For example, effective 
patterns of team communication are challenging to objec-
tively evaluate, although an expert may be able to pinpoint 
specific junctions where communication can be improved 
to execute a mission. 

On the other hand, objective measurement approaches 
have the virtue of being scalable and permitting compari-
son across individuals and over time for the same individ-
ual. Objective metrics thus permit identification of broader 
trends or gaps in training across the USAF. 

Why Good Metrics are Hard to Come By

The discussion of pros and cons begins to suggest some 
reasons that it is difficult to produce quality metrics to 
measure and track pilot proficiency. For example, outcome-
based metrics are often coarse, and many important out-
comes are quite difficult—if not impossible—to simulate 
and assess in training contexts.11 It is difficult to simulate 
the outcomes of real air combat. 

Competency-based metrics are difficult to formulate 
because of the number and variety of skills involved in 
demonstrating proficiency in complex combat. For exam-
ple, the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) has identi-

fied mission-essential competencies for a variety of fighter 
platforms. One mission may involve dozens of knowledge 
sets and skills, making it resource intensive to formulate, 
measure, and track the most important metrics for a given 
mission.12 

Table 3 lists examples of measurement approaches in 
each category that we identified in the literature. For sub-
jective measurement, a range of approaches exist to identify 
and mitigate expert biases and aggregate expert assess-
ments for greater reliability, and methods exist to calibrate 
expert assessments.13 The USAF relies on subjective assess-
ments for large parts of its standardization and evaluation 
program, as well as for commanders’ assessments of their 
units.14

To enable more-objective approaches to measuring 
outcomes, the U.S. Navy has explored AI applications for 
the automated assessment of pilot performance in the 
Navy.15 Applications in surgical simulation have shown 
promise in training algorithms to match expert ratings of 
task success to a relatively high degree.16 Neither approach 
to objective measurement has yet been implemented in 
operational training in the USAF. 

Finally, a lack of consensus on appropriate measures 
impedes progress on measuring combat pilot proficiency. 
This is a natural result of failing to rigorously  
demonstrate the value of a given measurement or measure-
ment approach via experimentation. Members of the pilot 
training community would be more likely to adopt a mea-
surement approach if they were confident that adopting the 
approach would provide value to the training enterprise. 
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Methods to Collect Measures at Scale

Identifying meaningful measures of proficiency is just 
one element in transitioning toward a performance-based 
training system. To complete this transition, the USAF 
would need capabilities to capture measures of proficiency 
at scale. AFRL’s Performance Evaluation Tracking System 
(PETS) shows potential to capture data relevant to pilot 
competencies—such as airspeed, altitude, and distance 
from enemy aircraft—from simulators and training envi-
ronments, although the system is not widely used.17 Many 
potential data sources produced by USAF training systems 
exist, but there is no current requirement to capture and 
store data for analyzing pilot proficiency.18 This is not 
primarily a research problem but, rather, requires policy 
changes to ensure data availability and standardization. 
However, solving this problem does require targeted data 
collection, which is not achievable without an approach for 
generating objective metrics.

Further development is required to identify data 
requirements for specific pilot skills and develop associated 
metrics. Experimentation would then be required to assess 
the predictive value of these metrics for pilot performance. 
Some skills may require measurement capabilities not cur-
rently included in PETS to assess, for example, pilot mental 
workload. 

How Training Tools Affect Proficiency

The USAF would ideally know how different training 
tools—such as simulators, part-task trainers, or simulated 
environments—affect different aspects of pilot proficiency 
so that the appropriate tool could be chosen to target a 
given skill set. These tools can produce a range of objective 
metrics that might allow the USAF to understand impact 
on proficiency, but experimentation—systematically vary-
ing the training inputs so that the metrics reveal their 

TABLE 3

Examples of Available Measurement Approaches
Subjective Measures Objective Measures

Outcome-based • Aggregation of expert assessments
• Combining objective and subjective 

assessments
• Methods to calibrate expert judgments

• Automated methods of assessing training 
outcomes

Competency-based • Stan/eval program flight evaluations • Correspondence between simulator-generated 
data and pilot competencies

SOURCES: For subjective measures: Brownstein et al., 2019; Ilan Yaniv, “Weighting and Trimming: Heuristics for Aggregating Judgments Under 
Uncertainty,” Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Vol. 69, No. 3, 1997; and AFI 11-202, 2019. For objective measures: Brad Gilroy 
and Dave Harris, “Performance Assessment Using Individual Skills Linked to Mission Outcomes,” presented at the Interservice/Industry Training, Sim-
ulation, and Education 2020 Conference, December 2020; Roger Smith and Danielle Julia, “Machine Learning as an Effective New Tool for Assessing 
Human Performance During Simulation-based Training,” Interservice/Industry Training, Simulation, and Education Conference 2020, December 2020; 
and Brian T. Schreiber, “Transforming Training: A Perspective on the Need for and Payoffs from Common Standards,” Military Psychology, Vol. 25, 
No. 3, 2013.

NOTE: Of the approaches listed here, stan/eval (standards and evaluations) program flight evaluations are the only ones widely used across the USAF.
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effectiveness—is paramount to identify which measures are 
the most informative.19 

To take a well-known example, the RAP requires 
pilots to perform certain tasks in a live setting; they can 
accomplish others in a simulator. Given that flying hours 
are sometimes scarce, it would be valuable for planners to 
know the proficiency benefits of live versus simulated task 
performance. Knowledge of how the features of the simu-
lator contribute to proficiency could also inform future 
investments. Designing experiments to reveal these critical 
decision inputs would become possible with advances in 
proficiency metrics. Experiments would randomly assign 
pilots to different groups receiving different training offer-
ings, and proficiency outcomes would show the relative 
benefits of different training modes.

Planning for Operational Training

Planning for operational training has posed a persistent 
challenge for the combat pilot training community, par-
ticularly in selecting the right mix of training capabili-
ties.20 This problem is most often posed as a mix of live 
and virtual sorties by mission and platform, and a number 
of studies have sought to address this important gap.21 In 
this formulation, a mix of live and virtual sorties would 
be chosen to maximize proficiency while minimizing 
resource expenditure and the tasking of operational assets. 
An optimal mix, in the literal sense of the term, is unlikely 
to exist across all platforms and mission types; the number 
of factors relevant to a training mix—such as skill type, 
skill complexity, constraints on training resources and 
availability, and security concerns—implies that the answer 
will depend on these parameters for a specific platform and 

mission set. Furthermore, the answer is likely to change as 
these parameters change—as missions, technologies, and 
tactics evolve.

A key question for planners looking to make the best 
use of scarce resources is how much training, and in what 
quantities and at what intervals, is required to produce 
proficient pilots?22 Less-proficient pilots will require more 
training than more-proficient pilots, but without a reliable 
means of measuring and tracking proficiency, the USAF 
has relied on standardized approaches that may under- or 
overshoot the amount, timing, and spacing of training 
events. For example, the number of sorties specified in 
training requirements has, at times, not been sensitive to 
changing training needs or the number and type of core 
missions for an aircraft.23

To help with these choices in planning operational 
training, research remains to be done in the following 
areas: 

• Which skills should training target for given mis-
sion types and platforms?

• Which training events and capabilities best develop 
those skills?

Key planning decisions—such as number and frequency 
of training events or fidelity of training experiences—
require validated proficiency metrics and the means to 
identify how training capabilities affect the measures. 
Without proficiency metrics, trainers will be unable to 
track how training events influence skill levels and skill 
maintenance, and the association with different levels of 
training fidelity. Trainers will also be less able to select 
the appropriate training tool to meet training objectives.
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• Relatedly, what level of fidelity is necessary to target 
these skills?

• At what rate do skills decay?

In most research to date, training mixes are not 
defined to target specific skills but rather by perceptions of 
the value of an event for a task or mission, such as a sup-
pression of enemy air defenses (SEAD) mission. Matching 
training events and capabilities to specific skills would 
allow a much more targeted training program to develop 
proficiency. For example, one pilot may need more practice 
with sensor management, while another may need more 
practice with communication to raise proficiency for a 
SEAD mission. 

Another challenge is identifying the right level of 
training fidelity and the timing of training to develop and 
maintain pilot proficiency.24 Research suggests that high 
fidelity is not always necessary, but more work remains to 
be done to identify the level of fidelity necessary to develop 
specific types of skills and how frequently to train the skills 
to maintain proficiency across time.25

To train against specific threat scenarios, pilots require 
representations of adversary threat capabilities to develop 
proficiency. Planners must decide which new threats or 
variants of existing threats to replicate and the degree of 
fidelity with which to replicate them. The decision to invest 
in threat replication depends on many factors—most basi-
cally, intelligence collection—but, crucially, depends on 
understanding the proficiency gain of exercising against a 
new threat or threat variant. Without adequate measure-
ment of proficiency, it is difficult to know whether the 
skills developed in training against a given generation of 
an adversary capability translate well into performance 
against the next generation of that threat. Better profi-

ciency metrics may allow decisionmakers to prioritize 
investing against new threats that would not be well 
trained against with existing simulation capabilities. 

Among the research gaps discussed here, skill decay 
and the fidelity of training systems and threat models 
have important implications for the decision gap concern-
ing investments in OTTI. Selecting training systems that 
maximize skill retention can minimize unnecessary or 
inefficient training, and selecting the lower levels of fidelity 
that hit proficiency targets while achieving other training 
objectives prevents overinvestment in costly levels of train-
ing fidelity. 

Investments in OTTI

One goal of OTTI is to enable training in operationally 
complex environments.26 The vision of pilots training 
in operationally complex environments alongside other 
pilots, USAF platforms, and joint and coalition partners 
is both seductive and expensive. Decisionmakers may be 
understandably wary of diverting scarce training resources 
into the development of training capabilities with uncer-
tain benefit. Credible analysis of both the costs and ben-

The ability to estimate the cost savings and training 
benefit of a training investment requires proficiency 
measures and the ability to identify how training influ-
ences the measures. Without the ability to credibly esti-
mate training benefits and, therefore, to specify return on 
investment, planners may shy away from training invest-
ments that have clear, quantifiable costs but uncertain 
benefits.
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efits of training is necessary to make the wisest OTTI 
investments—whether the investments support live or 
virtual infrastructure—and help prioritize amongst com-
peting resource demands.

Neither the USAF nor the other services have yet 
analyzed the return on investment by taking full stock of 
both the costs and benefits—including cost savings—of 
simulation-based training and live, virtual, and construc-
tive (LVC) capabilities. This is largely the result of the 
difficulty in measuring benefits—especially proficiency 
gains—and how the benefits translate into readiness gains 
at higher levels of aggregation, i.e., beyond the level of the 
individual pilot. 

While these cost estimates may be limited by data 
availability, e.g., training expenditures across the ser-
vices, such limitations are a function of a lack of data 
standardization and availability rather than of funda-
mental research. By increasing availability of data and 
continuously—and consistently—measuring proficiency, 
the USAF would be better able to assess the return on its 
training investments. 

Capability Assessment

The USAF reports the military readiness of its units on two 
broad dimensions: resources and capabilities. The former 
concerns a unit’s resourcing and training levels for meet-
ing operational requirements, and the latter concerns a 
unit’s ability to perform its core tasks up to a standard. In 
this context, training levels are defined as the percentage 
of a unit that has accomplished its assigned training tasks 
according to some criteria, usually the tasks assigned in a 
RAP tasking message.27 Of course, reporting a unit’s train-

ing level in this fashion assumes that its pilots can be prop-
erly considered to be ready if they have executed a certain 
number of sorties for a given mission.

Measuring and reporting on a unit’s capability to per-
form its core tasks is less straightforward than reporting 
on the percentage of assigned tasks completed. In current 
practice, unit commanders subjectively assess capability at 
the level of the unit; however, training assessment is done 
at the level of the individual pilot, and units may rarely or 
never have the opportunity to collectively train in scenar-
ios on which the unit must report on its capability.28 The 
research challenges in this area thus involve identifying the 
level at which to measure capability and how to aggregate 
individual measures to speak to the capability of larger 
units. 

There are many frameworks for assessing different 
aspects of collective performance, but none have been 
applied to the objective analysis of pilot team performance 
at scale.29 The literatures on team cohesion, team efficacy, 
and team communication provide candidate markers and 
metrics of team performance, but existing research does 
not indicate which might be the most important predictors 
of collective performance in complex air combat or which 
measures could be collected at scale.30 

Assuming that the USAF had the capability to assess 
collective performance objectively, it would still confront 

For the USAF to understand the readiness of its units 
to perform in the most complex scenarios, better pro-
ficiency metrics are required. Improved metrics could 
support capability assessment at both the individual and 
team levels.
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the question of whether such an approach is superior to 
using aggregates of individual proficiency measures as a 
proxy for collective proficiency. Some tasks, such as forma-
tion flying, may be candidates for assessment at the team 
level; however, depending on the costs and complexity of 
team assessment methods, it may be desirable to assess and 
aggregate up from the individual level. It is then an open 
research question as to what sets of tasks and missions are 
best suited for assessment at each level. 

The model implicit in the USAF’s aggregation practices 
for readiness reporting—for example, in reporting on the 
training level of a fighter squadron—is that individually 
proficient pilots aggregate up to proficient squadrons and 
so on up through deployed force packages.31 This approach 
assumes not just that the whole is equal to the sum of 
its parts but also that the measures on which lower-level 
assessments are made are reliable. 

Adopting Prescriptive Analytic 
Methods

The 2018 National Defense Strategy emphasizes that new 
technologies, which include “advanced computing, ‘big 
data’ analytics, artificial intelligence, autonomy . . . ,” are 
essential to fighting and winning the wars of the future.32 
Further, the Air Force Chief of Staff, Gen Charles Q. 
Brown, has called specifically for advanced modeling, 
using “big data, machine learning, and AI” to be applied to 
understanding combat readiness of forces.33 These exam-
ples show that leaders recognize the increasing need to sup-
port decisionmaking with prescriptive analytics, which is a 
general term for using flexible models, including machine 

learning techniques, to recommend courses of action to 
decisionmakers. 

To anchor this discussion, consider three main applica-
tions of prescriptive analytics to the training and readiness 
domain. First, an AI system can take a subjective decision 
(like an instructor grading a maneuver) and create an algo-
rithmic approximation of the scoring process that could 
continuously monitor the performance of the entire force. 
Second, an AI system could build on this performance 
model to forecast the performance benefits of potential 
training investments and could algorithmically recom-
mend and schedule training to better optimize perfor-
mance. Third, an AI system could experiment with tactics 
to identify new alternatives or potential vulnerabilities (this 
is essentially the approach involved in Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency’s AlphaDogfight trials).34 

As in the other decision components, improving pro-
ficiency measurement is a key prerequisite for moving 
forward with adopting each method of prescriptive analyt-
ics to inform decisions affecting capabilities. Algorithms 
require input data to learn how to recognize patterns that 
indicate good performance; that is, development of auto-
mated methods requires objective performance metrics as 
an input.

Automated methods hold promise for improving and 
scaling subjective judgments of training performance, 
assessing pilot skills, and forecasting pilot performance. 
To best harness these applications, the USAF needs to 
establish objective proficiency metrics to train, test, and 
increase trust in the underlying algorithms.
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Automated assessment methods require significant 
investment in such areas as data interoperability, model 
tuning, and evaluation and safety validation. Making these 
investments will require understanding how they will pro-
duce improved proficiency assessment, reliability, and cost 
savings. Thus, objective performance metrics are impor-
tant not just for implementing these methods but also for 
making the case for their utility as an investment. 

Using AI to Assess Pilot Skills

AI may be more easily applied to assessing initial skills and 
making training recommendations to improve the skills. 
Performance metrics are more easily identified for these 
skills than for complex skills, which are the target of con-
tinuation training. For example, training an algorithm to 
identify a safely executed landing is more straightforward 
than training an algorithm to identify, say, communication 
patterns associated with a successful offensive counterair 
mission.35 It is not particularly difficult to generate a large 
amount of relevant quantitative metrics (e.g., airspeed) to 
train an algorithm for such initial skills.

Using AI to Scale Subjective Judgments

AI applications that quantify and scale subjective judg-
ments hold promise for assessing the skills and mission 
outcomes that are not as easily quantified. Such applica-
tions can take expert-labeled data—e.g., subjectively coded 
indicators of tactical or mission success—and quantify and 
scale that assessment when presented with new data from 
many training events. However, these expert judgments 

must accurately reflect pilot proficiency to effectively scale 
that assessment to assess other pilots.

The literature does not yet indicate the types of skills 
(along the continuum from initial skills to complex opera-
tional skills) for which automated methods are most suit-
able. Future work should investigate the plausibility of 
using inputs from aircraft sensors or simulators to assess 
performance and identify the characteristics of skills that 
are most amenable to automated assessment. Some factors 
relevant to individual task performance, such as team con-
text, may be more easily spotted by experts, while automa-
tion may be appropriate to account for factors at the level 
of the pilot, aircraft, or simulation scenario that are more 
easily quantifiable. Future work could also investigate how 
to best leverage expert input alongside automated assess-
ment methods. 

Recommendations

In building out its training infrastructure to prepare for 
future conflicts, the USAF should prioritize measuring 
proficiency. Each of the other investment areas discussed 
here hinges in some important respect on the development 
of proficiency measurement and associated performance 
metrics. The problem the USAF then faces is what immedi-
ate steps to take toward measuring proficiency across the 
pilot training enterprise. 

What Should the Air Force Do in the Short 
and Longer Term?

In the short term, the USAF should prioritize formulating 
metrics for existing competencies and conducting experi-
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ments to identify which are most predictive of pilot perfor-
mance. As mentioned previously, the USAF has already 
gone partway down this path with AFRL’s work on com-
petencies and the development of capabilities to pull infor-
mation from training systems and environments. What 
is needed now is a systematic approach to refine and carry 
forward this work and to develop new competencies, mea-
surement capabilities, and performance metrics where exist-
ing approaches do not hold up to experimentation.

Time and resources are scarce for meeting training 
requirements as they currently exist. The forthcoming 
AFFORGEN model suggests how the USAF may accom-
modate a campaign of experimentation and metric iden-
tification. In this new model, pilots will go through four 
six-month phases in a 24-month cycle. In the first phase, 
pilots will reset from deployments or taskings. In subse-
quent phases, pilots will prepare for new deployments with 
increasingly complex training events and exercises.36 The 
first phase is intended to allow time for the USAF to bal-
ance modernization and long-term readiness priorities 
with meeting the short-term needs of combatant com-
manders. The USAF could use this downtime to generate 
information for metric identification, analysis, and experi-
mentation. With AFFORGEN still in development across 
the major commands, now is the time for the USAF to 
decide what kinds of activities—including making progress 
toward proficiency measurement—could and should be 
done in each phase of the cycle.

For example, the number and types of virtual sorties 
that may be required to generate sufficient data to assess 
pilot performance in a SEAD mission may exceed what 
RAP requires and may therefore reduce the number of sor-
ties available for other mission sets. This approach would 

thus come at the cost of allowing a temporary slippage in 
training for immediate needs—a risk to current readiness. 
However, the risk of forgoing these activities, which would 
enable the assessment of readiness for high-end conflict 
and longer-term readiness goals, is even greater. 

What the Air Force Should Not Do

Given the range of efforts and technologies that have 
been thrown at the problem of measuring proficiency, it is 
important to identify approaches that are unlikely to prove 
helpful. As we discussed, there is great promise in using AI 
applications to enhance operational training, but AI alone 
will not solve this problem. Investing in automated methods 
without first developing validated performance metrics 
is putting the cart before the horse; algorithms need to be 
trained to recognize proficiency in the data that are pre-
sented to them. Because trust in automation is paramount 
to its widespread adoption, it is even more important that 
the training community have faith that algorithms are 
being trained on validated performance measures. AI can 
perform many functions, but AI methods will not deliver 
the performance metrics that they require as inputs. 

New training technologies may help the USAF improve 
training at the margin but will not necessarily solve the 
problem either. The time horizon for delivering new train-
ing systems is too long relative to immediate assessment 
needs. Furthermore, warfare may change faster than the 
development pipeline can deliver relevant training systems. 
Putting proficiency measurement first will help ensure 
(1) that current training approaches are accurately assessed 
against priority threats and (2) that new training systems 
will be developed to allow performance assessment (that is, 
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they will include requirements for data capture, data ana-
lytic, and scenario generation capabilities, among others). 

While the USAF has invested in the development of 
pilot competencies, the development of additional com-
petencies will not solve this problem. The issue with the 
existing set of competencies is not necessarily that they 
are wrong, although they might be; rather, it is the lack 
of performance metrics tied to the competencies and the 
lack of experimentation and validation of performance 
metrics.37 Validation and experimentation could help 
spur more widespread adoption by demonstrating value 
through increasing in training effectiveness and/or lower-
ing resource expenditure. 

Conclusion

The USAF recognizes the need to prepare its airmen for the 
complex demands of high-end conflict. The challenges to 
assessing readiness for these scenarios are considerable and 
require a coherent strategy across the training enterprise. 
This Perspective highlights how getting proficiency mea-
surement right is a precondition for achieving this vision 
and solving persistent challenges across many aspects of 
the training enterprise. It also highlights the importance of 
moving from a piecemeal to a holistic approach to manag-
ing the training enterprise. 
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